Journey to the
Autonomous SOC

INTRODUCTION
Today’s security operations center

investigation and hunting so their teams

(SOC) leaders face a difficult balancing

will be able to perform fast, effective

act. They need to secure complex

detection and incident response to

infrastructures and applications during

resolve threats on large-scale, cloud-first

cloud shift, achieve digital transformation,

infrastructures.

and manage risk — while attracting and
retaining skilled cybersecurity talent.
Add in today’s fast-evolving threat
landscape with its increased volume of
sophisticated attacks, and you have the

This eBook will answer the following
questions, and more:
• Why does the SOC need to

transform?

perfect storm: the lack of visibility into

• What is the autonomous SOC?

complex operating environments, the

• What benefits will the autonomous

inability to analyze cloud-scale volumes
of data, and the struggle to enhance
team performance, which results in lower
productivity and higher security risk.
What do organizations need to address

SOC deliver?
Like organizations transitioning from
on-premises to cloud technologies, the
autonomous SOC will require a cultural
shift in thinking from C-suite executives

these challenges? The autonomous SOC.

to security analysts to recast the SOC

The autonomous SOC will reinvent how

challenges of the future.

security professionals work by providing
simplified visualization, automation,
analytics and access to the latest
community expertise and content.

and its operational profile for the unique

WHY DOES THE SOC NEED
TO TRANSFORM?

The autonomous SOC will integrate

Since its debut, the SOC’s mission has

seamlessly with security and IT tools. It will

been to protect organizations from

enable SOC leaders to automate triage,

cyberthreats with quick, decisive action
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while reducing risk and any financial
impact on intellectual property and brand.
Emerging technologies such as artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML)
promise to provide proactive risk reduction
by managing petabytes of data analytics,

The autonomous SOC will provide

simplified visualization, automation,
analytics and access to the latest

community expertise and content.

automatic incident triaging, and response.
Community-powered investigation
within a combined endpoint and cloud
infrastructure is also part of the mix and will
play an even bigger role down the road.

However, since the evolving SOC will

At a time when it’s increasingly difficult for

continue to rely on human analysts, it’s

organizations to attract and retain skilled

reasonable to expect there will be parallel

SOC analysts, the need for automation will

challenges in the types of activities/events

continue to accelerate rapidly. As SOCs

analysts will need to monitor, mediate and

implement automation, so will increasingly

manage, including:

sophisticated attackers. In light of these
developments, the SOC will continue to
evolve during the next decade, as its core
mission becomes even more vital in the
increasingly digital world.

• A higher volume of increasingly

sophisticated attacks
• A lack of visibility into complex

operating environments
• An inability to analyze cloud-scale

THE HUMAN ELEMENT
Let’s start with a hard truth: Security teams
are cost centers. They don’t generate
revenue, so bean counters may be quick
to discount their value. And because
it’s exceedingly difficult to quantify true
cybersecurity risk, even when a significant
breach occurs, it’s challenging for security
leaders to justify hiring additional SOC staff.
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volumes of data
As their jobs are destined to become even
more challenging, let’s look at how SOC
analysts work today. Chasing false-positive
alerts all day is a crushing burden. Numerous
studies have shown two things: First, SOC
analysts expend significant effort chasing
down alerts that turn out to be benign.
And second, the sheer volume of false-
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positive alerts that cross analysts’ screens
can be overwhelming.
Research shows that SOCs waste an
average of 10,000 hours (and some
$500,000) annually validating unreliable

• 63% of respondents said the pain

of SOC work led them to consider
changing careers or leaving their
current job.

and incorrect vulnerability alerts.

THE ROLE OF AUTOMATION

Organizations also report an average of

While SOCs rely on a variety of tools, it’s

53 alerts a day with nearly half being false
positives. Of course, this has a negative
effect on SOC teams.
Alarmingly, more than one-third of IT
security managers and SOC analysts
ignore threat levels when the queue is full.
Given those conditions, it’s not surprising
that 70% of organizations report
understaffed teams, and 60% say their
workloads have spiked recently.
This repetition and routine have directly
led to widespread SOC analyst burnout. A
survey of more than 1,000 global security
professionals found that 75% of SOC
analysts said they felt burned out on
the job, according to the 2021 Devo SOC
Performance ReportTM. Other findings include:
• 72% of respondents rated their pain of

working in the SOC at a 7 or above on
a 10-point scale.

up to analysts to classify threats and
decide which require further response.
With an always-growing number of alerts
and the explosion of data that needs to
be protected against threats, identifying
which alerts are “safe” to ignore is an
almost impossible mission. That’s where
automation can be a game-changer.
Still, despite the promise of relieving them
of tedious manual tasks, some analysts
may fear automation will take their jobs.
The opposite is true. Automation will elevate
SOC analysts from risk commentators to
risk advisers. Here’s a good example of how
automation will benefit analysts: A study
found that 70% of analysts investigate 10
or more alerts each day. With each alert
taking 10 minutes or more to investigate,
that’s nearly two hours per day spent
investigating alerts, most of which turn out
to be false positives.

• 68% of respondents said they have too

many alerts to chase.
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Deploying AI-driven automation in the SOC

vacant cybersecurity jobs grew by 350%,

to handle the repetitive tasks of reviewing

with 3.5 million open positions in 2021.

alerts to determine which require action,
will free analysts to focus on hunting,
investigating and responding to the threats
that matter most to their business. This
will make their work more fulfilling as they
use their skills and experience to perform
in-depth analysis of threats and how to
eradicate them. That will help alleviate
analyst burnout, improve SOC team morale,
and make organizations more secure and
less vulnerable to sophisticated attacks.

So, what’s the solution to the many
challenges facing SOC teams? The
autonomous SOC.

WHAT IS THE AUTONOMOUS SOC?
The SOC of the future will perform the same
primary function — but in a different way.
That’s why a new SOC model is required
for organizations to stay ahead of the
exponential increase in data, the continued

And, realistically, given the scarcity of

shortage of skilled analysts, and the volume

SOC analysts that already exists, job

and severity of cyberattacks. This new model

security should not be a major concern

must enable teams to focus on their top

as organizations deploy automation more

priority: delivering positive security outcomes.

widely. Especially since the number of
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The autonomous SOC will:
• Deliver complete visibility, automation

and analytics, along with access to the
latest community expertise, content
and threat intelligence
• Integrate seamlessly with security and

IT tools
• Enable SOC leaders to automate

triage, investigation and hunting
• Deliver fast, effective detection and

By embracing AI and ML, SOCs will become
much more effective at detection, which
will reduce the number of distinct alerts
and false positives, ultimately lightening
analysts’ workloads.

THE PILLARS OF THE
AUTONOMOUS SOC
Three key elements comprise the pillars of
the autonomous SOC.

incident response to resolve threats on
large-scale, cloud-first infrastructures
• Reimagine the scope of analysts’ work

so it’s more interesting and fulfilling
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Pillar #1:

DATA
Today, a growing technology stack, rapid digitization of
business, and the expanding scope of enterprise assets
have led to an explosion of data. More data attracts
more noise for SOC analysts to cut through. This is bad

Analysts and the
Autonomous SOC

news for ill-prepared SOCs that are unable (or unwilling)

Artificial intelligence and machine

more unknown threats, more false-positive alerts, and

to evolve. Consider the following aspects of data for
which modern SOCs are responsible:
• An exponential increase in data volume
• Insufficient ability — or lack of resources — to collect

that data
• An expanding attack surface without enough

analysts to analyze it
• The continuing rapid transition of data from on-

premises storage to the cloud and the need for SOC
expertise to secure it
SOC analysts have well-defined roles and responsibilities
(see sidebar). But with more data than ever to safeguard,

learning will address critical analyst
pain points caused by a heavy load
of repetitive, manual work.
Today, Tier-1 SOC analysts
primarily monitor event logs for
suspicious activities. When further
investigation is needed, they collect
information and escalate the
incident to Tier-2 analysts.
Tier-2 analysts then dig deeper into
suspicious activity to assess the
nature of the threat and determine

and clever, relentless adversaries to battle, SOC teams
need advanced technology to effectively protect the
data that drives their organizations.
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In the autonomous SOC, intelligence informs the work
of analysts. In terms of clicks or as a defensive posture,
it’s the ability to observe, learn, hunt and respond to
all customers across all environments at all times. For
example, what may have been a one-off attack that
failed against one organization may have succeeded
against another organization in the same industry.

if and to what extent it may have
penetrated the infrastructure. Once
that’s done, Tier-2 analysts begin to
coordinate a remediation response.

So, how does a SOC team learn from those disparate

The most experienced analysts —

experiences and use that knowledge to defend their

Tier-3 — are threat hunters. They

organization? AI-driven automation will play a key role

support complex incident response

in giving Tier-3 analysts the information they need to

and review forensic and telemetry

quickly identify — and stop — that previously seen attack.

data for threats that detection

The autonomous SOC will have a flexible and scalable
data fabric to ingest data from all sources and formats.

software may not have identified
initially as suspicious.

Support for multitenancy and the ability to collect global

Cutting-edge SOCs already are

data while complying with privacy requirements are

using automation to perform some

critical for realizing the full benefits of the autonomous

Tier-1 activities, which enables

SOC across even the largest, most complex organizations.

Tier-2 activities to become a
fusion of automation and artificial
intelligence. In the future, most
organizations will continue to rely
on the expertise of Tier-3 analysts
to ensure the highest level of SOC
performance — incident response.
But AI can accelerate many Tier-3
operations, as well a great deal of
the work performed by Tier-1 and
Tier-2 analysts, making them more
effective and less likely to fall victim
to burnout.
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Pillar #2:

ANALYTICS
Traditional security information and event management
(SIEM) solutions lack the intelligence to track, monitor
and analyze every attribute of a potential security event
efficiently and effectively. Security teams spend an
inordinate amount of time sifting through volumes of
false positives, wasting time they could better spend
addressing threats that are more critical.
When SOCs can automate incident investigations
and provide better context for alerts by filtering
out noise, the volume of raw security alerts will
decrease to a manageable number of concise,
clearly categorized warnings.
Analytics in the autonomous SOC will include:
• Collecting data at any scale to support massive

query loads
• AI and ML providing analysts with new insights into

the enterprise and its security
• Using integrated threat enrichments and data lakes

to apply new threat intelligence to external sources
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• Applying automation orchestration to reduce

workloads and pressure on Tier-1 and Tier-2 analysts
• The ability to sift through all data quickly and

thoroughly to detect issues before they become
incidents, and to identify attacks before they
cause damage
In the autonomous SOC, analytics also will provide

When SOCs can automate
incident investigation and
provide better context for
alerts, the volume of raw

security alerts will decrease.

analysts with increased visibility into threats across
on-premises and cloud environments. This enhanced
visibility will help SOC teams more efficiently manage
security alerts and investigate compliance-based risks.
The autonomous SOC will provide automated AI/MLbased analytics to empower analysts to perform incident
response on large-scale, cloud-first infrastructures.
These next-generation analytics seamlessly integrate
with security and IT tools to accelerate incident response,
including detection, triage, investigation and hunting.
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Pillar #3:

COMMUNITY
SOCs benefit greatly by leveraging the collective
capabilities of the security community to build effective
content, share intelligence, and exchange best practices.
Community, in this context, means expanding analyst
knowledge with access to industry-sourced content
and on-demand expertise. SOC teams can tap into ondemand help for issues such as:

Analysts can access a pool
of global talent to bring

expertise into the SOC, apply
it immediately, and resolve
threats decisively.

• How do I access expertise at the edges of my

attack surface when I lack that collective defense
in-house?
• How can I learn from security experts anywhere

in the world about attacks they are actively
battling, especially from organizations with similar
environments in my industry?
• How can I share what I’ve learned about improving

my organization’s security?
Think of it as an IT version of the phone-a-friend element
from “Who Wants to Be a Millionaire.” When analysts
need information, they can access a pool of global
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talent to bring expertise into the SOC, apply it
immediately to their investigations, and resolve threats
more quickly and decisively.
The autonomous SOC will be interconnected, making it
easy for SOC teams to optimize their incident response
skills and leverage the latest attack techniques, making
SOC management more efficient, effective and robust.
SOC teams also will be able to access and apply the

The autonomous SOC will

make it easy for SOC teams
to optimize their incident

response skills, making SOC

management more efficient,
effective and robust.

latest community expertise and content across the
entire threat management lifecycle.
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THE ROLE OF AUTOMATION
The alert-based focus of the SOC is broken.
Even the highest-fidelity alerts require
expensive, often repetitive manual triage
to determine if a full-scale investigation is
needed. The number of alerts isn’t the
biggest problem, it’s that SOC teams have

The autonomous SOC will enable

analysts to “shift right” from timeconsuming, often ineffective

traditional activities and focus on
threat stories.

no automated method to determine which
alerts are actual threats to the business
and no way to get a full picture of a threat’s
potential impact.
To move beyond alerts, analysts need to
begin an investigation armed with the
attack story – a full blueprint of the attack
and a complete understanding of its impact.
The autonomous SOC will enable analysts
to “shift right” from time-consuming, often
ineffective traditional activities and focus
on threat stories. Instead of starting with an
alert, AI will know the scenarios, questions
and data analysts use to triage alerts. AI
automatically will deliver the full threat story
to analysts by continuously learning about
your environment, building a real-time
view of all assets and their relationships,
and autonomously constructing details of
an attacker’s actions and their potential
impact on your organization.
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Automating threat triage, investigation and
hunting will provide analysts with end-toend threat stories, enabling them to begin
investigations with a clear understanding of
a threat’s impact, including:
• Attack-tracing AI mirrors how analysts

work, asking questions and getting
the answers they need to shift their
starting point from an alert to a full
attack blueprint
• A continuously updating real-time view

of all assets and their relationships,
which enables the autonomous
construction of threat stories detailing
the actions an attacker took and the
potential impact on your organization
By tracing attacker activity across multiple
machines such a system implements
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automation that forges relationships
between event data coming from an
organization’s existing telemetry source
to visualize the attacker’s path, hunt down
suspicious activity, and investigate the
chain of events to identify the complete
attack campaign.

THE BENEFITS OF THE
AUTONOMOUS SOC
The autonomous SOC will deliver myriad
benefits to SOCs.
SOC leaders will be able to:
• Easily ingest all data from any

infrastructure and applications, giving
the security team full visibility across

SOC analysts will be able to:
• Alleviate alert fatigue by autonomously

using analytics, AI and ML to sift
through all data and distinguish lowand high-impact alerts before they
become breaches and identify attacks
before they cause damage.
• Reduce burnout by automating triage,

investigation and hunting, resulting in
fast, effective detection and response
to rapidly resolve threats.
• Transition from risk commentators to

risk advisors, which will elevate SOC
analysts into business experts who
apply research and security knowledge
to deliver exceptional outcomes.

the entire attack surface.
• Autonomously combine detection,

investigation, hunting, and forensic analysis
into a single easy-to-use platform.
• Extend the security team’s expertise

across a wide range of use cases by
tapping into a community-based
content marketplace. This will improve

Transitioning from risk commentators
to risk advisors will elevate SOC

analysts into business experts who
apply research and knowledge to
deliver exceptional outcomes.

SOC management by optimizing the
ability to respond to incidents and
recognize the latest attack techniques.
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Machine-to-machine intelligence, informed

the entire threat management lifecycle. It

by AI, excels at augmenting human

provides effective and timely protection

response, upon which many if not all of

against today’s — and tomorrow’s — threats.

these outcomes depend. Coupled with
platform-independent content (ranging
from alerts and threat detection to
playbooks) that is readily available from the
global security community, a SOC can shift
the odds in its favor while mitigating threats
in real time.

The journey requires a commitment from
leadership, organization-wide evangelism,
and support from partners. Achieving
the autonomous SOC also will require a
combination of philosophies, best practices,
and the right tools that will, ultimately,
improve an organization’s resilience

THE JOURNEY IS ONGOING
The journey to transform traditional SOCs
into autonomous SOCs is a process. As it
occurs, analysts will move from reacting to

against the most sophisticated security
threats. Each step toward the autonomous
SOC brings organizations closer to a more
comprehensive, valuable and resilient
security posture than ever before.

alerts and trying to determine which alerts

Ready to begin the journey to the

represent serious threats. They will become

autonomous SOC? Devo will empower

value-added hunters who use AI and ML to

security teams to put automation to

protect the organization.

work — at cloud scale. Contact your sales

When completed, the autonomous SOC
will have a flexible, scalable data fabric to

representative to schedule a demo or
visit our website to learn more.

ingest data from all sources and formats.
It will be interconnected, making it easy for
SOC teams to access and apply the latest
community expertise and content across

Devo

Devo is the only cloud-native logging and security analytics

255 Main Street

platform that releases the full potential of your data to empower
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bold, confident action. With unrivaled scale to collect all of your data
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without compromise, speed to give you immediate access and
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answers, and clarity to focus on the signals that matter most, Devo is
your ally in protecting your organization today and tomorrow. Devo is
headquartered in Cambridge, Mass. Learn more at www.devo.com.
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